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This form is based on the AACAP Practice Parameter for the Assessment and Treatment  
of Children and Adolescents with Autism Spectrum Disorder (2/2014) 

 
   

 
 
Instructions: Choose 5 patients seen within the last three years with a primary diagnosis of Autism Spectrum 
Disorder (ASD). Answer each of the following questions. If there is documentation in the chart and the answer to 
the question is yes, place a check mark in the box. If there is no documentation in the chart and/or the answer is no, 
leave the box blank. After reviewing the 5 charts, complete the final column to determine the proportion of patients 
for whom the recommendation was followed and documented. Any rows for which the total is 3 or less may be a 
useful focus for a quality improvement program. This checklist is not meant to be comprehensive. 
 
Physician’s Name: Date:  
 

Did the initial evaluation include the following:              #1        #2        #3       #4 #5      #Per Row 
Screened for ASD clinically and using instruments when 
appropriate       

If initial screening indicated possible ASD, a thorough 
diagnostic evaluation was performed using diagnostic DSM 
criteria for ASD that included interview with family and 
child, review of records and historical data, and history and 
exam 

     

 

Observed the child focusing on broad areas of social 
interaction and restricted repetitive behaviors       

Evaluated for comorbid diagnoses       

Coordinated an appropriate multidisciplinary assessment of 
children with ASD, including such things as a hearing screen, 
physical exam, and genetic testing (e.g., karyotype, 
chromosomal microarray, Fragile X) 

     

 

If results of genetic tests were abnormal or indeterminate, a 
referral was made for further genetic evaluation and 
counseling 

     
 

Referred for neurological consultation, neuroimaging, EEG, 
and additional laboratory testing when appropriate       

Referred for psychological assessment to measure cognitive 
ability and adaptive skills (for treatment planning)       

Referred to occupational therapy, speech therapy, and 
physical therapy for assessment as appropriate       

 
Ideas / Objectives for an Improvement Plan (add more lines if needed.) 
1. 

2. 

3. 
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